
Leith Hogan
Cut the top off a photocopy box… Paint the back and the sides in jungle  blues  and greens  as the background for a Jungle diorama.



Leith Hogan
Lay out the scene  that you plan to  create in the cardboard box on a large sheet of paper or cardboard.

Try out ideas. Explore this…

Think about the animals that are part of the Tiger’s food chain. 
Where will they hide in the diorama?



Leith Hogan
Create the background scene for the background of the diorama….  



Leith Hogan
Cut the trees/ leaves / branches of the forest trees…..



Leith Hogan
Position  these where you plan to glue them later…..begin to fill in the details of your scene. 



Leith Hogan
Paint in the background colours… greens/ blues around the main features that you want to place in the diorama scene.



Leith Hogan
Begin to cut out reeds / grasses/ that will be part of the foreground of the  jungle scene





Leith Hogan
Add details to the background…trees/ clouds/ sun/ birds etc., 



Leith Hogan
 Start filling in the jungle scene with  reeds/ grasses/ habitat features  and highlight with black felt pen.



Leith Hogan
Think about how this scene will look as a diorama… begin to think about the jungle animals that will populate the scene.
 
What will be in the foreground, middle ground and back ground? 
Balance  out the size of the jungle animals placed in the scene. 






Leith Hogan
Place the  habitat features in position in the cardboard box to match the jungle animals that will populate the scene. 


The Tiger is the  most important in the diorama so make sure it is clearly visible in the foreground . 







Leith Hogan
Fill the trees with birds that exisit in the jungle habitat…. maybe the nests too. 



Leith Hogan
Monkeys/ chimpanzees live in the jungle trees… 



Leith Hogan
 Include elephants as part of the jungle background and position them in the background of the diorama because of their size. 



Leith Hogan
Bullocks are a key part of the food of tigers in the mountains. They are big animals so place them in the background with larger animals too. 



Leith Hogan
Moon bears and Sunbears used to roam the mountains and hid amongst the trees and grasses of the jungles 



Leith Hogan
Deer  roam the mountain jungle lands and Tigers rely upon them for their food. Place them in the middle ground  of the diorama hidden amongst the grasses and low shrubs.



Leith Hogan
Position the jungle  birds and  animals in the diorama… try out a variety of places where they are shown clearly  in the scene.  Make sure that you can get them to stand up within the scene… make a  simple card board stand  for each of them. 





Leith Hogan
Create a stand for all of the  jungle animals in the scene , so that they can be seen when viewing the whole diorama. 



Leith Hogan
 Try out different positions for each of the jungle animals in the diorama….. move them around and think about where they exist in a jungle habitat… what do they eat, where do they hide what do they need to survive in their natural habitat?











Leith Hogan
The tiger is the main animal in this diorama so make sure he is the most prominant… Everything in this scene needs to be connected to him and his habitat… If he could speak to us what might he say? 
How can we  support the maintainance of the balance in their habitat? 





What are the most important things that we must pay attention to on the tiger’s behalf?  
-Forestry destruction?
-The illegal wildlife trade?
-Tiger farming?
-Protecting habitats?
-Protecting the food chain?
More?

 






